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ABSTRACT
While systolic arrays are widely used for dense-matrix operations, they are seldom used for sparse-matrix operations. In this
paper, we show how a systolic array of Multiply-and-Accumulate
(MAC) units, similar to Google’s Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), can
be adapted to efficiently handle sparse matrices. TPU-like accelerators are built upon a 2D array of MAC units and have demonstrated
high throughput and efficiency for dense matrix multiplication,
which is a key kernel in machine learning algorithms and is the
target of the TPU. In this work, we employ a co-designed approach
of first developing a packing technique to condense a sparse matrix
and then propose a systolic array based system, Sparse-TPU, abbreviated to STPU, to accommodate the matrix computations for the
packed denser matrix counterparts. To demonstrate the efficacy of
our co-designed approach, we evaluate sparse matrix-vector multiplication on a broad set of synthetic and real-world sparse matrices.
Experimental results show that STPU delivers 16.08× higher performance while consuming 4.39× and 19.79× lower energy for integer
(int8) and floating point (float32) implementations, respectively,
over a TPU baseline. Meanwhile, STPU has 12.93% area overhead
and an average of 4.14% increase in dynamic energy over the TPU
baseline for the float32 implementation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The slowing down of cost-effective scaling in integrated circuits
has prompted computer architects to turn to accelerators to deliver
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improvements in performance and power efficiency [2]. However,
this approach, if followed blindly, will ultimately hit the “accelerator wall”, where simply adding accelerators is not a feasible
solution [9]. The choice and design of accelerators needs to balance
power, performance, and area, against the expected usage.
Two-dimensional (2D) systolic arrays have been proposed for
energy-efficient execution of dense matrix operations [18]. One
state-of-the-art systolic array solution is Google’s Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) [18, 33]. Its core is a 2D systolic array of 256×256
identical Processing Elements (PEs) that perform 8-bit Multiply-andAccumulate (MAC) arithmetic. The latest version (v3) has 128×128
elements that supports floating point arithmetic.
The advent of cloud computing and large datacenters has led to
an increasing interest in linear algebra applications that also operate on sparse data structures, such as matrices, where the majority
of entries are zero [8]. For instance, one of the most widely adopted
applications in datacenters is large-scale graph processing, which
is prevalent in fields ranging from social science to machine learning. Most of these problems directly translate into iterative sparse
matrix-vector operations [31]. Algorithms that operate on sparse
data take advantage of the sparsity by employing data structures
that only store the non-zero elements, thus eliminating any redundant operations that involve the zero elements [1, 35]. However,
such sparse algorithms have some disadvantages; they typically use
data structures (e.g. compressed sparse row) that are more complex
than simple vectors or matrices, which results in a higher number
of memory accesses per useful computation. Also, because the associated data structures are not easily vectorized, these sparse data
structures are not compatible with conventional systolic paradigms.
Hence, incorporating the ability to handle sparse linear algebra in
systolic arrays is both challenging and rewarding, since it extends
the use of the same accelerator architecture for both sparse and
dense applications.
The root cause of inefficiency in a systolic array when handling sparse matrices stems from the fact that the PEs containing
zero-valued matrix entries perform MAC operations that do not
contribute to the final result. A recent systolic array based solution
was proposed by Kung et al. [20], referred to as KMZ in the rest of
this paper. Their design is a systolic array that uses packed sparse
matrices. The work presented in this paper improves upon this by
addressing several limitations. The first is scalability arising from
the use of a fixed number of parallel buses through each column of
the 2D array. To limit the impact of the buses, they are bit-serial.
This in turn leads to the second limitation: the system only supports
integer arithmetic, thus failing to cater to applications, e.g. scientific
computing, that require high numeric precision.
This paper presents Sparse-TPU, abbreviated to STPU, a comprehensive framework that maps sparse data structures to a 2D
systolic-based processor in a scalable manner. The result is a TPUlike processors [18] that can also handle sparse matrices. To improve
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the utilization of the systolic array when tackling matrices with
a wide range of sparsity and size, we propose a scalable matrix
packing algorithm to reduce the number of zero-valued entries
mapped into the array. We also explore the trade-off when handling
collisions (i.e. columns having one/more elements with the same
indices) in the packing algorithm. A collision-free constraint could
be too strict and prevent compact packing. The resulting algorithm
exhibits high packing efficiency across a broad set of sparse matrices,
where packing efficiency is defined as the ratio of density of the
uncompressed sparse matrix to that of the packed sparse matrix.
To handle packed matrices we propose an enhanced PE design. It
is based on a MAC function unit augmented with simple input
matching and holding capabilities to perform conditional MAC
operations.
In summary, we make the following contributions.
(1) We propose an algorithm to efficiently pack sparse matrices
by merging columns that allows collisions and significantly
reduces the number of zero-valued entries mapped to the
systolic array.
(2) We present a 2D systolic array design that employs conditional execution to efficiently handle sparse matrices with
a high degree of sparsity, while achieving TPU-like performance on dense matrices.
(3) We evaluate our design on a suite of synthetic sparse matrices, as well as real-world matrices spanning multiple domains from the SuiteSparse collection [4].
On average, STPU achieves a speedup of 16.08×, while consuming
4.39× and 19.79× lower energy for integer (int8) and floating point
(float32) implementations, respectively, over a TPU baseline.

2

SPARSE MATRIX PACKING

The study of sparse matrices dates to the early days of computing
when it was critical to save storage and operation count [7]. More
recently, cloud computing and storage which operate on massive
datasets have increased the importance of graph algorithms based
on sparse matrix vector multiplication [3, 31]. Additionally, the
trend of pruning in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [15, 16] has
resulted in sparse data structures showing up in machine learning
applications. These new applications often employ more compact
formats of storage to save power as well as off-chip memory bandwidth.
The most widely used sparse matrix format is the Compressed
Sparse Row (CSR) format [11], or its counterpart the Compressed
Sparse Column (CSC) format. CSR consists of three distinct arrays:
vals, cols, and row-ptrs. vals is a contiguous array of all the non-zeros
in the matrix, organized in row-major order, and cols contains the
column indices of the corresponding elements in vals. The row-ptrs
hold the start indices of each row of the matrix in the cols/vals
arrays. While CSR allows for fast row accesses and efficient storage
of sparse data, it is incompatible with most existing systolic algorithms, since traditional systolic computation is designed around
deterministic, fixed-length inputs.
One approach to overcome these shortcomings is to pack the
columns of a sparse matrix to create a denser matrix. One of the
earliest works that incorporate merging of sparse rows/columns
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Figure 1: a) Sparse matrix mapping on the TPU and b)
sparse matrix packing and mapping on STPU. The offline
packing algorithm packs the columns 𝐶𝑖 of the original
sparse matrix 𝑊𝑖 𝑗 to form the multi-column groups 𝐺𝑖 of the
packed matrix 𝑊𝑖 𝑗_𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 and the corresponding input vector
is packed to form element vector groups. For acceleration,
the groups 𝐺𝑖 are mapped vertically on STPU.

into a denser format was done by Tarjan and Yao [32]. More recently, KMZ proposed packing sparse columns of a filter matrix in
a transformed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to produce
denser matrices [20]. We improve upon their solution by providing
better scalability on sparse matrices with larger sizes, and eliminating the need to have multiple buses through the columns in the
systolic array design (see Section 6).
In the rest of this section, we first describe a naïve algorithm
to produce packed matrices. We then augment this algorithm to
improve column packing for large sparse matrices with higher
density. Note that the sparse matrix packing is conducted offline, and
loaded into the systolic array in the same manner as the TPU [18].

2.1

Basic Column Packing Algorithm

The most straightforward packing approach is a greedy algorithm. It tries to pack as many columns into the multi-column
groups as possible. The algorithm selects a candidate column and
packs it into a group as long as there is no collision between this
column and any other column in the packed group. A collision between two columns occurs when they have a non-zero entry at the
same row index. When a collision occurs between the next column
to be packed and all existing multi-column groups, a new group
is created to hold the conflicting column. This process stops once
every column has been processed.
Fig. 1 illustrates how the columns of an example 8×8 sparse
matrix can be packed to form a more compact 8×3 matrix. Each
of the three resulting multi-column groups consists of elements
from several columns of the original matrix. E.g. the leftmost multicolumn group, 𝐺 0 , is the product of packing original columns 𝐶 0 ,
𝐶 2 , and 𝐶 3 . While this does not result in a fully dense matrix (i.e.
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Figure 2: Graphical illustration of the probability of collision with different column size for three densities, (b) Illustration of
original packing and partition-wise packing and (c) Density improvement under original packing and partition-wise packing
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Figure 3: (a) Two-step collision aware packing. Step 1: Relaxed-collision packing is performed iteratively to process the matrix
entries producing multi-column groups. Step 2: Collision-free algorithm packs the residual columns/entries to packed multicolumn groups. (b) Illustration of the relaxed-collision step. (c) Density improvement with collision-aware packing.
one with no zeros), our experiments demonstrate packing efficiency
of up to 718× in our example sparse matrices.

2.2

Optimizations For More Efficient Packing

The packing strategy has a direct impact on the overall latency
and energy when performing sparse matrix computation on a systolic array. To improve the greedy algorithm, we propose two
algorithm-level optimizations to produce a denser packed matrix:
partition-wise packing and collision-aware packing.
Partition-wise Packing. For two columns of a random sparse
matrix, the probability of collision is 𝑃 = 1 − (1 − 𝑅 2 ) 𝑁 , where
𝑅 is the density of the sparse matrix and 𝑁 is the matrix column
size. As shown in Fig. 2a, the probability of collision increases
logarithmically with matrix column length 𝑁 . Even a very sparse
matrix (e.g. 0.05) can have a very high collision rate (91.18%) when
the column length exceeds 1,000. The high occurrence of collisions
limits the efficiency of the packing algorithm. Employing partitionwise packing can improve the packing efficiency further. It is not
necessary to pack the whole column for a large sparse matrix,
because the number of PEs in the systolic array is limited and the
packed sparse matrix has to be split into blocks the size of the
systolic array before mapping onto the array, .
Partition-wise packing effectively reduces the length of packing
candidates (to the length of the systolic array), leading to improved
packing density, because shorter columns reduce the probability
of collisions. Fig. 2b illustrates the difference between the original method and the partition-wise method, where columns with

matching colors are the candidates to be packed. The sparse matrix
is first partitioned vertically by the length of the systolic array,
then column packing is performed on each partition. Finally, the
packed partitions are further divided horizontally into blocks that
are mapped on the systolic array. Fig. 2c compares the density
improvement of original packing method and partition-wise packing method for 1,000×1,000 sparse matrices with varying densities.
Partition-wise packing achieves 13.83× higher density than the
naïve packing method.
To support partition-wise packing, minor changes are made to
the way the SpMV vector is input. With naïve packing, the packing
strategy of input elements remains the same across all partitions,
which means the groups of input elements sent to a column in the
systolic array remains the same across all partitions. For partitionwise packing, since each partition is packed independently, the
grouping strategy of input elements for one partition will be different from another.
Collision-aware Packing. We notice that when the density is
higher than 0.2, it is hard to pack columns due to inevitable collisions (a probability of 0.9946 that collisions will occur even under
128 vertical partitioning). Statistical analysis of occurred collisions
shows that only a handful collisions prevent columns from merging
with each other. To further improve packing efficiency, we relax
the collision-free constraint and adopt a less conservative packing method to enable column packing for sparse matrices with
higher density. Specifically, when deciding on whether a column
can be packed into a multi-column group, we adopt a relaxed requirement: that the total number of collisions should be within a
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Figure 5: (a) SpMV on STPU with a packed matrix. STPU accommodates for maximum overlap of input vector groups.
(b) SpMV input dataflow on TPU and STPU with original sparse matrix and its packed counterpart, assuming a
512×512 sparse matrix can be packed into 512×256. STPU
outperforms TPU due to less iterations and small periteration latency overhead.

3
pre-specified bound, and that only one collision is allowed per row
in a multi-column group.
In the proposed collision-aware scheme, we propose a two-step
packing algorithm (Fig. 3a). In the first step, relaxed-collision packing is performed in an iterative way (𝑀𝐴𝑋 _𝐶𝑂𝐿𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 _𝑅𝑂𝑊 sets
the maximum number of allowed collisions per row of the multicolumn group and 𝑁 _𝐼𝑇 𝐸𝑅 indicates the number of iterations that
relaxed collision packing method is invoked, and the two parameters are set to one and two, respectively, based on empirical observations in our experiments). The iterations are performed with tighter
requirement. We use 15 and 4 as 𝑀𝐴𝑋 _𝐶𝑂𝐿𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 _𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑈 𝑃, the
maximum number of collisions per group, for the first and the second iterations, respectively. In the first step, the entries that collided
in the first iteration are used as additional packing candidates for
the second iteration. Even after two iterations, there could still be
residual candidate entries. The second step employs conventional
collision-free packing to pack these entries. Since the total number
of residual entries from the first step is small, they can be packed
into a limited number of groups. Fig. 3b shows a simplified illustration of the relaxed-collision method iterated in step 1. The original
matrix cannot be packed under the collision-free constraint. As a
result of the relaxed constraint, 𝐶0, 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶4 and 𝐶3, 𝐶5 can be
first packed into three intermediate groups 𝑀0, 𝑀1, 𝑀2 and three
collided columns 𝑅0, 𝑅1, 𝑅2. These groups can then be packed into
𝐺0, 𝐺1, 𝐺2. Fig. 3c shows that using collision-aware packing on
top of partition-wise packing achieves 1.86× higher packing efficiency than solely adopting partition-wise packing for matrices
with moderate (0.05) to high (0.45) densities.
To support collision-aware packing, the SpMV vector is input
so that one input element may be streamed into multiple rows of
the array (similar to multi-casting), because different parts of the
column could be packed together into different groups.
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Figure 4: The basic operation of the TPU performing SpMV.
The number 𝑛 in the top left corner indicates that the corresponding PE performs a MAC operation at the nth cycle.
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Fig. 4 illustrates the basic operations of a systolic array network
performing SpMV (zero entries are directly mapped onto the array) [18]. The input vector, x, is streamed into the network from
the top. The partial results then propagate through the network
cycle-by-cycle, starting from the top left corner and proceeding
downward and to the right in a diagonal wave as represented by
the different colors. Unlike the one-to-one mapping between vector
elements to PE columns employed in the TPU, in STPU, the input
vector elements need to be grouped and streamed into their corresponding PE column as the sparse matrix is in a packed format.
There are several challenges to designing an interface that delivers
a group of input elements to each array column.
The work described in KMZ used parallel bit-serial buses to
stream the input groups, targeting matrices with densities between
12.6% and 33.3%. While their approach achieved higher energyefficiency over SC-DCNN [28] with minimal hardware overhead, it
does not scale for large, highly sparse matrices, even with bit-serial
buses. For instance, using a simple greedy bin-packing algorithm
on a 10,000×10,000 sparse matrix with 0.08% density results in
a packed matrix of 28 multi-column groups, each consisting of
357 columns on an average. This will require the system to not
only have hundreds of buses (eight maximum in Kung’s approach)
going through each column of the systolic array, but also a large
MUX in each PE to select the matching input element for the MAC
operation. In addition, any multi-column group with total number
of columns less than the equipped buses will suffer under-utilization
of resources.
To solve this scalability issue, we employ sequential streaming of
the input vector elements to PE columns instead of parallel streaming. The sequential streaming eliminates the overhead incurred
by parallel buses and large MUXes to select the inputs. Fig. 5a illustrates the operation of STPU executing sparse matrix-vector
multiplication on a compact matrix, which eliminates the zeros

3.1

SpMV with Large Matrices on STPU

In this section we examine the case of packed matrices that
are much larger than the systolic array. A common solution is
to employ blocking algorithms on the packed matrices [19, 21].
Blocking algorithms partition large matrices into multiple submatrices of size 𝑆𝐴𝐻 × 𝑆𝐴𝑊 , where 𝑆𝐴𝐻 and 𝑆𝐴𝑊 are the height
and width of the systolic array. For instance, a randomly generated
sparse matrix 𝑊 of size 1,000×1,000 and density of 0.08 is packed
into a denser matrix 𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 of size 1,000×221 with a density of 0.34.
In this example, both the number of rows and columns/groups of
the matrix 𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 are larger than the dimensions of the underlying
128×128 systolic array. Therefore, the matrix𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 must be divided
into 16 blocks of size 128×128.
Before diving into the mapping strategy, we first detail the process of loading matrix blocks into the systolic array to expose the
timing constraint. In a conventional blocked matrix vector multiplication as shown in Fig. 5, if matrix block i is already loaded in
the array, the elements of the vector are input into the array from
cycle 0 to cycle 𝑆𝐴𝐻 − 1. Meanwhile, each row of block i+1 is loaded
one after another from the left edge of the systolic array. For block
i+1, the vector can be input starting from cycle 𝑆𝐴𝐻 − 1, the time
when the first row of block i+1 is fully loaded and propagated to
the destination. In this case, the scheduling of input elements in
both TPU and STPU is straightforward, as shown in Fig. 6a and c.

(a) TPU
w/o DBuff

(b) TPU
w/ DBuff

(c) STPU
w/o DBuff

...

...

...

from the example in Fig. 4. Fig. 5b shows an example input for the
TPU and STPU performing SpMV with a 512×512 sparse matrix.
Without loss of generality, we assume the sparse matrix is packed
into a 512×256 compacted matrix. On a 128×128 TPU, performing
SpMV with the original matrix takes 16 iterations, each of which
has a 128-cycle latency. As shown, STPU outperforms the TPU in
terms of latency (since the matrix is packed) by performing SpMV
in fewer iterations (8 in this example) while incurring minimal
overhead from overlapping–see Fig. 5b.
We show three key differences between the operation of STPU
and the TPU-like systolic array: staggered group-wise input loading,
input and partial-sum forwarding, and data-driven MAC computing.
In the TPU, the input elements are staggered to form a diagonal
flow into the systolic array, whereas in STPU, the input elements
are grouped due to matrix packing so that group-wise input staggering is performed. Then the input elements from a group are
sequentially forwarded from the north edge to the south edge cycleby-cycle, and each PE captures a copy of the input element which
matches the column index of the stored matrix entry. Unlike the
TPU PE, which performs MAC operation upon the arrival of an
input element, STPU PE performs MAC operations only after 1)
obtaining a matching element (which is guaranteed when all the
elements from a group passed through it) and 2) its neighboring/left
PEs have already performed a MAC and produced a partial-sum.
To meet these requirements, the STPU PE performs the MAC after
it has seen all the input elements of a group. The input staggering
ensures that the MAC operation in a PE always happens later than
its left neighbor PE. By doing this, the partial-sum can be correctly
accumulated from the west edge to the east edge. The detailed
design of the STPU PE is presented in Section 3.2.
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(d) STPU
w/ DBuff

Figure 6: Input dataflow for TPU and STPU with and without double buffering. In (d), if 𝐼𝐺 0 for 𝐵𝑖+1 is scheduled as
the grey box, the previous results will be overwritten before
being used by the rightward PEs in the systolic array.

To accelerate matrix computation, TPU employs double buffering. We also employ this in STPU. With double buffering, a PE can
hold two entries, one from each of two blocks. While the array is
performing matrix-vector multiplication for a block, the other block
is being loaded without any interference. Since double buffering
allows two matrix entries to reside in a PE, it can seamlessly switch
from one block to another block for computation. Loading future
blocks (e.g. block i+1) does not block the execution of an existing
block (e.g. block i). Double buffering improves the throughput by
loading and computing simultaneously. For TPU with double buffering, two diagonal streams of input elements comes with a one cycle
gap, and the next two streams are scheduled 𝑆𝐴𝐻 cycles later. This
then repeats, as shown in Fig. 6b.
For the mapping of packed sparse matrices on STPU with double
buffering, the input vector elements need to be carefully coordinated
to ensure correctness and maximized performance. Unlike TPU, the
matrix packing algorithm can lead to an imbalanced distribution of
packed columns into the groups. Without proper input scheduling,
a PE may not be able to fetch the correct partial-sum from its left
PE, because the partial-sum may be overwritten.
When mapping a large packed sparse matrix onto a doublebuffered STPU, a set of rules are enforced on the input vectors.
In particular, the elements of the vector for block 𝐵𝑖+1 cannot be
input into the corresponding column of the systolic array until
the following conditions are met, as shown in Fig. 6(d): 1) to avoid
datapath conflicts, an input group 𝐼𝐺𝑛 for block 𝐵𝑖+1 has to follow
the previous group 𝐼𝐺𝑛 for block 𝐵𝑖 ; 2) to maintain correctness,
the last element of 𝐼𝐺𝑛 for block 𝐵𝑖+1 should be input after the
last element of 𝐼𝐺𝑛+1 for block 𝐵𝑖 streams into the neighboring PE
on the right. Fig. 6(d) shows the constraints on the input vectors
(formed by input element groups 𝐼𝐺 0, 𝐼𝐺 1, 𝐼𝐺 2, 𝐼𝐺 3 from left to
right) into STPU with a double buffer that holds both block 𝐵𝑖 and
block 𝑖 + 1. First, streaming element group 𝐼𝐺𝑛 for block 𝑖 + 1 must
wait until 𝐼𝐺𝑛 for block 𝐵𝑖 is totally input, else there would be
datapath conflicts. Second, as indicated by the vertical dashed line
in Fig. 6d, streaming 𝐼𝐺 0 for block 𝐵𝑖+1 needs to wait until 𝐼𝐺 1
for block 𝐵𝑖 is fully streamed, else PEs in 𝐶𝑜𝑙1 processing block
𝐵𝑖 would accumulate the modified partial sum from PEs in 𝐶𝑜𝑙0
processing block 𝑖 + 1. Note that the timing for streaming in the
elements of input vector is determined offline by the compiler.
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Figure 7: Microarchitecture and dataflow within a PE in different modes of operation. (a) Hold: The PE holds the accumulated result when the index mismatches. (b) Latch: The PE latches the input vector element when the input index matches (c)
Accumulate: When the end of a vector group arrives, the PE calculates the MAC result and updates the Accu register of the
rightward PE. (d) Bypass: If the matrix value held in the PE is 0, the data coming from leftward is bypassed rightward.

3.2

STPU Architecture

STPU comprises of a 128×128 systolic array attached to a multimodule high-bandwidth memory (HBM) subsystem with 300 GB/s
bandwidth per HBM module, which feeds the matrix and vector
inputs into STPU. Although TPU v1 uses an off-chip DDR3 for this
purpose [18], TPU v2-3 use 8 GBs of HBM per systolic array pod [5].
The increased bandwidth is utilized in STPU to load the indices of
the matrix entries as well as to support float32 and int8 values. Each
node of the systolic array is a Processing Element (PE) and each
matrix entry loaded into the systolic array is held by the PE in its
internal registers. PEs in both STPU and TPU have double buffers
to store the values and indices of the matrix entries for two matrix
blocks. The following subsections presents the architecture and
operation modes of the STPU PE as well as the memory interface
used in STPU.
3.2.1 Processing Element Architecture. Fig. 7 shows the architecture
of a PE in the systolic array of STPU. The PE is an energy-efficient
hardware block designed around a floating-point MAC unit. In this
work, we consider two data formats for the input data values — 32bit floating point (float32) and 8-bit signed integer (int8). The sparse
matrix column-index is represented as a 16-bit unsigned integer.
The PE block consists of registers that hold the matrix index (𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑥 )
and value (𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 ), and a 16-bit comparator that compares the input
vector element’s index (𝑋𝑖𝑑𝑥 ) with the matrix index that it holds.
There is also a comparator that checks if the held matrix value, 𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 ,
is zero. A register (𝐴𝑖𝑛 ) holds the accumulated result coming from
the left stream. At the beginning of computation, the PE receives
its assigned matrix {value, index} entry from the left stream and
holds it in its registers. For clarity, we omit the double buffering
logic and connections for matrix loading in the figure.
The elements of the input vector are streamed from the top
edge of the array. The PE also receives an accumulated value (𝐴𝑖𝑛 )
from the left neighboring PE. To shorten the critical path of the
matrix computation, which depends highly on the delay between
streaming in the first and last element groups, we perform a delayed
accumulation. This feature allows the input element groups to
be streamed sequentially into the systolic array with overlaps, as
shown in Fig. 5a. The key is that instead of performing the MAC

Table 1: PE modes for different control signals.
𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 == 0 𝑋𝐸𝑛𝑑
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
×
*×: Don’t care

𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑥 == 𝑋𝑖𝑑𝑥
0
1
×
×

Mode
Hold
Latch
Accumulate
Bypass

and sending the result downstream as soon as a vector element
with a matching index arrives, the PE latches-in the element value
upon an index match. The PE does not compute the MAC until
the last element in the vector group is received, in order to ensure
functional correctness. As shown in Fig. 7, the PE requires two
additional registers to support this optimization, one for holding
the vector element (𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒), and the other, 𝐸𝑛𝑑 , for holding a 1-bit
signal indicating the end of a vector group to ensure correct timing
of operations. While this feature of the PE delays the computation
in a few PEs, it allows faster streaming of the vector groups, thus
significantly reducing the total latency of the computation.
3.2.2 Modes of Operation. Based on the input element’s index,
value of the matrix entry stored in the PE and the end signal of an
element group, the PE can be operating in one of the four modes:
hold, latch, accumulate or bypass, as illustrated in Fig. 7 and Tab. 1.
The input vector elements, i.e. 𝑋 𝑣𝑎𝑙 , 𝑋𝑖𝑑𝑥 , and 𝑋𝐸𝑛𝑑 , are always
passed to the downward PE regardless of the mode of the PE.
Hold: The PE selects the matching vector element from a group
of streaming input vector elements. If the input index 𝑋𝑖𝑑𝑥 does
not match 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑥 and 𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 is non-zero, the PE retains the value of
𝐴𝑖𝑛 .
Latch: When the PE encounters an element that matches the
index it held, i.e. when the input index 𝑋𝑖𝑑𝑥 matches 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑥 , and
𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 is non-zero, the input value 𝑋 𝑣𝑎𝑙 is copied and stored until
the end signal arrives.
Accumulate: The PE starts performing MAC operations after
all input elements are streamed through it. When a delayed end
signal 𝑋𝐸𝑛𝑑 corresponding to the end of the input vector group
arrives, the stored value 𝑋 𝑣𝑎𝑙 is multiplied with 𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 , summed with
𝐴𝑖𝑛 and stores the partial-sum into 𝐴𝑖𝑛 of the rightward PE.
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Table 2: PE evaluation of the double-buffered (DBuff) TPU
and STPU, and single-buffered (SBuff) KMZ.
Mode

STPU
(DBuff)
KMZ [20]
(SBuff)
TPU [18]
(DBuff)

ACCU
HOLD/
LATCH
BYPASS
IDLE
ACCU
IDLE
ACCU
IDLE

Float32
Power (mW)
4.31 (198.6%)
1.23 (56.7%)
1.24 (57.1%)
0.05
N/A
N/A
2.17 (100%)
0.05

Float Area
(𝜇𝑚 2 )
6726.6
(112.93%)

N/A
5956.4
(100%)

Int8
Power (mW)
0.51 (269.1%)
0.48 (251.8%)
0.48 (250.8%)
<0.01
0.34 (179.6%)
<0.01
0.19 (100%)
<0.01

Int Area
(𝜇𝑚 2 )
650.2
(211.8%)

506.5
(165.0%)
306.9
(100%)

Bypass: Generally, a sparse matrix can not be packed into a
completely dense matrix. Thus, the compressed matrix is still sparse
and has zero values. To conserve power consumed by a PE in this
scenario (𝑊𝑣𝑎𝑙 is zero), we bypass 𝐴𝑖𝑛 from a PE into the 𝐴𝑖𝑛 of its
right neighbor, while powering off all the compute elements.
3.2.3 STPU Memory Interface. Though the focus of the paper is
the systolic array architecture and dataflow, in this subsection we
present a memory interface solution to feed the input vector elements to STPU.
On-chip memory, i.e. a multi-bank scratchpad is used to store the
input vector and allows parallel access to the vector elements so that
data streaming could match the speed of processing. The scratchpad
stores tuples of (column index, value) corresponding to each input
element. To distribute the elements from the on-chip memory, a
swizzle-switch network-based crossbar (XBar) is employed which
supports point-to-point and multi-cast communication [30]. We
augment the crossbar design with a Crosspoint Control Unit (XCU)
that enables reconfiguration by programming the crosspoints. The
XCU also stores the reconfiguration information describing the
XBar connections between SRAM banks and FIFOs which stores
the grouped vector elements. Each FIFO pops the elements in a
staggering manner as described in Section III. FIFOs are doublebuffered to hide data-fetch latency so that one set of FIFOs can be
updated by incoming vector elements while the second set of FIFOs
are drained out by the STPU array.
Discussions. Adopting XBars for data shuffling introduces extra
area overhead. In the proposed STPU, which has a 128×128 sized
systolic array, a 128×128 crossbar with a bit-width of 49 (16 column
index bits, 32 data bits width and 1 bit for the end signal) is used
to feed the FIFOs. Our conservative estimate of the crossbar area
based on [30] is 0.6724𝑚𝑚 2 , which is a negligible overhead of only
0.201% over the TPU chip area. Incorporating on-chip 128 FIFOs
with 128 depth consumes just 128 kB, which is far less than the
25 MB buffer space used in the TPU.

4

METHODOLOGY

Simulator and Physical Design. We compared our proposed
architecture, STPU, with Google’s TPU and KMZ. For fairness, we
assume a 128×128 PEs systolic array across all designs. We implemented a custom cycle-accurate high-level language simulator for
the three designs, aimed to model the RTL behavior of synchronous
circuits. Each STPU PE cell implements hold, bypass, accumulate
and idle states.

In order to accurately measure both area and power, we modeled
the PE designs in the proposed STPU as well as the baseline TPU
and KMZ using System Verilog. For a thorough comparison of
STPU and TPU, we implemented PEs of two arithmetic precision,
int8 and float32 for both the proposed STPU and the baseline TPU.
For the KMZ design, we only implement int8 PEs, because their
bit-serial design does not support floating point arithmetic. We
synthesized each design using the Synopsys Design Compiler with
a 28 nm CMOS standard cell library and a target clock frequency
of 700 MHz.
The power and area estimates and the relative area/power costs
of the STPU and KMZ PE to the TPU PE are listed in Tab. 2. The
overhead of 2.11× area and 2.55× average power of STPU compared
to the TPU in the int8-format becomes much smaller in the float32
counterpart (1.13× area and 1.04× average power increase). The
overhead of int8-format is a result of the input/matrix index registers being comparable to the int8 multipliers. In the float32-format
implementation, the energy/area cost of the float32 multiplier dominates, hence the additional registers and logic only introduced
a limited overhead. In Section 5, we show how this difference affects the energy consumption of STPU running SpMV. Note that
in the KMZ design, the PE has a smaller area compared with STPU
because it only implements single-buffering.
Datasets. We used two datasets to evaluate the proposed hardware/software co-design scheme. The first set comprises 15 synthetic sparse matrices that each have a uniformly random distribution of non-zeros. The sizes of the matrices range from 500 to
10,000, while the density is chosen between 0.001 and 0.3. The
second set is a collection of 13 real-world sparse matrices from
the SuiteSparse collection [4], including M0: bwm200, M1: California, M2: circuit204, M3: fpga_dcop_26, M4: freeFlyingRobot_1, M5:
grid2, M6: hydr1c_A_01, M7: laser, M8: piston, M9: poisson2D, M10:
problem1, M11: spaceStation_4, M12: young3c.

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate the efficiency of both our packing scheme and the
STPU design. For the offline packing algorithm, the packing efficiencies of the two different strategies are compared with KMZ [20].
We further compare the energy and performance over the TPU and
KMZ designs executing SpMV with a random dense vector.
For STPU, we evaluate two packing strategies, STPU-C0 and
STPU-C1, on the two sets of sparse matrices. Our proposed partitionwise packing scheme is used in both strategies for its significant
reduction in collision probability and improved number of non-zero
(NNZ) element density. The difference between the two schemes
is that STPU-C0 maintains a mandatory collision-free constraint
while STPU-C1 relaxes the constraint by using collision-aware
packing (detailed in Section 2).

5.1

Packing Algorithm Efficiency

We define packing efficiency as 𝐷𝑚 /𝐷𝑝 . The density of an unpacked matrix 𝐷𝑚 is calculated as the NNZs divided by the size of
𝑁 𝑁 𝑍𝑠
the matrix, i.e. 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥_ℎ×𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥_𝑤
. Since we adopt partition-wise
packing in both cases
for
the
packed
matrix, the density 𝐷𝑝 is
Í
𝑁 𝑁 𝑍𝑖
computed as Í (𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘_𝑤
, where 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘_ℎ is the height of
𝑖 ×𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘_ℎ)
partition for packing (128 in this paper to match the systolic array
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Figure 8: Density improvement of sparse matrices using
STPU-C0, STPU-C1 and KMZ packing schemes on (a) ultra
sparse matrices (density <=0.01) and (b) moderately sparse
matrices (density >=0.05).

dimension), 𝑖 is the partition ID for the packing algorithm, 𝑁 𝑁 𝑍𝑖
is NNZs in partition 𝑖 and 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘_𝑤𝑖 is the width (the number of
multi-column groups) of the 𝑖th partition after packing.
Fig. 8 shows the packing efficiency of the proposed STPU packing strategies and KMZ across a set of uniform-random sparse
matrices. Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b show the resulting packing efficiency
for ultra sparse matrices (i.e. with density ≤0.01) and moderately
sparse matrices (i.e. with density ≥0.05) for both STPU and KMZ.
With STPU, for the ultra sparse matrices, STPU-C0 and STPU-C1
respectively achieve 144.0× and 143.4× packing efficiency. For the
moderately sparse matrices, STPU-C0 and STPU-C1 achieve 4.48×
and 6.92× better density, respectively. For the most sparse case (i.e.
dimension of 10,000 and density of 0.001), the packing efficiency is
as large as 520.2× with the STPU-C0 scheme.
STPU-C0 performs slightly better than STPU-C1 while packing
ultra sparse matrices, as collisions are rarely seen in these matrices,
STPU-C0 can already reach a high density level without allowing collision, while STPU-C1 unnecessarily relaxes the constraint
and creates redundant groups. On the other hand, when handling
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Figure 9: Energy evaluation of STPU and TPU running
SpMV with fixed size sparse matrices with different densities. (a) int8 implementation, (b) float32 implementation.
moderately sparse matrices, STPU-C1 outperforms STPU-C0. The
reason is that even if collisions exist, STPU-C1 enables the packing of columns with limited number of collisions that cannot be
packed by STPU-C0. This difference demonstrates that STPU-C1 is
more effective for less sparse matrices. For the packing algorithm
proposed in KMZ [20], as shown in the figure for the ultra sparse
matrices, on average 8.0× packing efficiency is seen, whereas for the
moderately sparse matrices 1.07× improvement is achieved. These
results illustrate that our proposed packing algorithm outperforms
the prior work. Even though KMZ’s method achieves the same
packing efficiency as us for ultra sparse matrix of small sizes (e.g.
with a dimension of 100 and density of 0.001), with increasing size
or density of the sparse matrix, the packing efficiency decreases
significantly because the packing method in KMZ cannot handle
the increased number of collisions efficiently.

5.2

Performance and Energy for SpMV

Scalability Analysis. In the first experiment, we fix the size of
the sparse matrices (i.e. 1,000×1,000) and vary the density, showing
energy comparisons between STPU and the TPU running SpMV
on sparse matrices of increasing density (Fig. 9). The goal of this
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Table 3: Performance scaling with fixed number of nonzeros:
latency of SpMV execution on STPU compared to the TPU.
The dimension of the sparse matrices range from 1000 to
10,000 each having 200,000 non-zero elements.
Matrix
Size
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000

Density
(r)
0.2000
0.0500
0.0220
0.0125
0.0080

Elapsed Time (# cycles)
STPU-C0 STPU-C1
TPU
KMZ
2,887
1,481
4,129
18,240
1,833
1,798
16,129
72,960
2,088
2,510
36,129 164,160
2,965
3,552
64,129 291,840
4,071
4,689
100,129 456,000

experiment is to explore the relationship between the density of the
sparse matrix and energy consumption. We also show the crossover
point of performance between STPU and the TPU. Fig. 9a shows
the results for the int8 implementation.
As expected, the energy consumption increases with matrix
density. Up to a certain density, the energy consumption remains
constant. This is because as the density grows, the packing algorithm encounters higher probability of collision and eventually
fails to pack any columns (e.g. densities >0.3 in STPU-C0). We
also notice an interesting trade-off — for lower densities, STPUC0 outperforms STPU-C1, and vice versa for high densities. This
is because in the low density range, though both STPU-C0 and
STPU-C1 achieve similar density improvement and elapsed latency,
STPU-C1 relaxes the collision-free constraint, allowing entries of
a column to be packed into different multi-column groups. As a
result, during the execution of STPU-C1 an input vector element
may need to be streamed to multiple columns of the systolic array, leading to an increased number of index comparisons and thus
higher energy consumption. Taking a sparse matrix with 0.1 density
as an example, the matching energy in STPU-C1 is 5.25× greater
than STPU-C0. At the high density end, STPU-C1 achieves a higher
packing efficiency than STPU-C0 and results in a shorter elapsed latency (2.00× improvement for a density of 0.3) and reduced leakage
energy (2.18×).
When comparing with the baseline TPU, STPU handles low density matrices efficiently by consuming lower energy than the TPU.
Beyond a certain point (0.12 density for the int8 implementation),
the TPU exhibits better energy consumption, because STPU has
additional energy overhead, which is comparable to the TPU PE
energy in the int8 version. When the density increases to a certain
level, the effectiveness of matrix packing diminishes. Fig. 9b shows
the results for the float32 implementations. Since the overhead of a
STPU PE with float32 is relatively small compared to the TPU PE,
the crossover point is shifted towards the high density end (0.20
for STPU-C0 and 0.44 for STPU-C1). These results demonstrate the
potential of adopting STPU for applications with high-precision
requirements. In this experiment, we also estimate the energy of
the KMZ int8 design. The KMZ design consumes 1.70 × 10−5 J of
energy, which is 4.35× larger than that for the int8 TPU design. The
reason for the low efficiency is two-fold. First, their packing algorithm cannot pack any sparse columns due to collisions. Second,
the overhead of bit-serial design incurs longer latency, leading to
large leakage energy.
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For the second experiment, we fix the total NNZs (i.e. 200,000)
and report the performance comparison between STPU and the
TPU running SpMV on sparse matrices of different sizes, as shown
in Tab. 3. This experiment explores the scalability of STPU with
increasing problem size while keeping the total number of non-zero
MAC operations constant. As observed from Tab. 3, the latency
increases linearly with increasing matrix size. This is because the opportunity for packing columns increases linearly with larger matrix
dimension (sparser matrix) while the total size of matrix increases
quadratically. In contrast, the TPU latency increases quadratically
since the entire sparse matrix (with zeros) is mapped onto the systolic array. For KMZ’s design, the latency is much larger than the
TPU. This is also because their packing algorithm cannot pack as
many columns, and thus zero entries are directly mapped on the
systolic array. For the same reason, the latency induced by bit-serial
operation is exacerbated. To conclude, these results indicate STPU
has better scalability when handling very sparse matrices. Note that
for STPU-C0, the latency initially reduces with increased matrix
size, e.g., 2,887 cycles for a matrix with size 1,000 and density 0.20, to
1,883 cycles for one with size 2,000 and density 0.05. This is because
the packing efficiency improves from 1.51× to 11.95× as a larger
sparsity gives STPU-C0 more opportunities to pack columns.
Performance and Energy Analysis. For the evaluation of
SpMV on STPU, we report the performance improvement and energy reduction over TPU on a broad set of sparse matrices. Fig. 10a
and 10b show the results for randomly generated sparse matrices. In terms of performance, STPU-C0 outperforms STPU-C1 for
very sparse matrices (density ≤ 0.01) since STPU-C0 achieves 1.48×
higher speedup than STPU-C1. While for moderately sparse matrices (density ≥ 0.1), STPU-C1 achieves 1.24× higher speedup than
STPU-C0. For energy consumption of int8 implementations, STPUC1 and STPU-C0 achieve on average 1.66× and 1.46× reduction,
respectively. When targeting a high-precision float32 implementation, since the overhead of STPU is relatively small, STPU-C0
and STPU-C1 reduce energy consumption by 8.83× and 8.20× on
average, respectively, over the float32 TPU implementation. Fig. 10c
and 10d show the results for the SuiteSparse matrices. STPU-C0 and
STPU-C1 achieve 24.14× and 21.50× speedup over the TPU, respectively. In terms of energy consumption of int8 implementations,
STPU-C0 and STPU-C1 achieve 7.83× and 6.60×, on average reductions. For the float32 counterparts, STPU-C0 and STPU-C1 reduce
energy consumption by 33.58× and 28.54× on average, respectively.
In addition, we compare STPU performance against a CPU (4.00GHz
Intel Core i7-6700K Processor with MKL) and a GPU (GeForce RTX
2080 @ 1515 MHz with cuSPARSE). On average, STPU achieves 5.5x
higher performance over the GPU and 436.0x higher performance
over the CPU.
Bandwidth Analysis. As opposed to the TPU, the STPU PE requires the knowledge of the column index to perform index matching, thus the indices have to be streamed in the STPU array along
with the values, incurring higher bandwidth requirement. Hence,
we conduct design space exploration with the random-generated
matrices set and compare the bandwidth requirement of SpMV
between TPU and STPU. The results are shown in Fig. 11. The
float32-version TPU is simulated for a direct comparison while
the bfloat16-version halves the bandwidth requirement. We also
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Figure 10: Evaluation of SpMV on synthetic uniform-random sparse matrices (a, b) and SuiteSparse matrices (c, d). (a) and
(c) report the speedup (x-axis has matrix densities in parentheses and dimensions below them). (b) and (d) report the energy
reduction for both the int8 and float32 implementations. S-C0(1) is a shorthand for the STPU-C0(1) scheme.

6

RELATED WORK

Sparse DNNs and Matrix Acceleration. There has been significant interest in accelerating machine learning workloads, especially DNNs. One of the main approaches to improve DNN performance is to exploit the high degree of redundancy in the weight
matrices in DNNs [6]. Deep Compression [14] and Dynamic Network Surgery [12] compress a DNN to a fraction of its original size
through efficient pruning techniques. These pruning techniques
have led to an increased interest in sparse matrix algorithms, as
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Bandwidth (GB/s)

estimate the bandwidth of STPU-C1 in both float32- and bfloat16versions. STPU-C1 exhibits higher packing efficiency than STPU-C0,
which relieves the bandwidth requirement. As shown, TPU-float32
achieves similar bandwidth, i.e. around 633.51 GB/s across different
matrices. In contrast, STPU-C1 achieves an average 486.3 GB/s and
327.55 GB/s in the float32 and bfloat16 implementations, respectively. Using the bfloat16 representation reduces the amount of
matrix storage by half, as compared with float32, thus leading to
a reduced overall bandwidth. For matrices with the same dimensions, larger density leads to higher bandwidth requirement due
to the increased difficulty of column packing. We also notice that
in some cases the bandwidth requirement exceeds 600 GB/s which
is much higher than TPU. A possible solution to address this is
using relative column indices of a packing group for the matrix
to reduce the bit length of the indexes, rather than the absolute
index (16 bits in this paper). Another orthogonal solution is leveraging multiple HBM modules in the memory system like TPUv3
and commodity FPGAs [5, 22]. Besides, HBM3 is expected to be
able to provide TB/s-level bandwidth which can easily satisfy the
bandwidth requirement of STPU.
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Figure 11: Bandwidth of TPU and STPU performing SpMV
on a set of random-generated matrices.

the dense weight matrices are pruned to sparse matrices. While
conventional architectures, such as CPUs and GPUs, achieve high
performance on dense DNNs, they struggle to achieve a similar
level of performance on sparse matrices, due to irregular memory
accesses that are inherent in sparse data structures. Thus, there
has been growing interest in accelerating sparse matrix operations
through custom hardware accelerators.
Early implementations of sparse matrix accelerators, such as the
DAP processor [27], focused primarily on scientific computation
workloads. These scientific and engineering applications operate
on single or double precision floating point data, which are much
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wider than the formats used in DNN applications. Efficient Inference Engine (EIE) [13] is a custom hardware accelerator specific to
DNNs. EIE utilizes Deep Compression [14] to prune the network,
then uses a custom pipeline to accelerate the matrix-vector multiplication. EIE operates on compressed data for both activation values
and the weights, but relies on complex central scheduling units to
coordinate the processing elements. Cambricon-X [34] is a sparse
neural network accelerator with a fat-tree interconnect to alleviate
network congestion. However, it is only concerned with compressing the activation values (i.e. the vector), and does not compress
weights. OuterSPACE [23, 24, 26] is a co-designed solution that
accelerates sparse matrix multiplication using an outer product
algorithm on an architecture that reconfigures the on-chip memory.
ExTensor [17] uses hierarchical intersection detection to eliminate
unnecessary computations in sparse matrix-matrix multiplications
and tensor algebra. SparTen [10] accelerates CNNs by exploiting
both the sparsity in feature maps as well as the filter values of the
network, and utilize asynchronous compute units for computation.
Instead of designing custom accelerator hardware, STPU supports
efficient sparse matrix vector multiplication on systolic arrays with
minor modifications on TPU PEs [18].
Systolic Architecture for DNNs. Systolic arrays are simple,
energy-efficient architectures that minimize data transfer overheads by having each PE forward data directly to the neighboring
PE that consumes it. Systolic array based accelerators have been a
popular choice for accelerating dense matrix multiplication workloads in DNNs. The Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) [18], which we
use for comparison, is a systolic DNN accelerator that utilizes narrow, 8-bit MAC units and a custom 16-bit floating point format to
reduce power consumption with minimal loss in accuracy. SCALESim [29] is a simulation infrastructure for exploring design space of
systolic array accelerators for DNNs. However, both the TPU and
SCALE-Sim focus on dense matrix multiplication, and do not take
advantage of weight sparsity resulting from pruning techniques
that have emerged in recent years. SCNN [25] is a compressed
neural network accelerator with a 2D mesh interconnect, where
each PE propagates its data to the neighbor in a similar manner
as a systolic array. SCNN operates on sparse matrix data and uses
compressed sparse encoding of weights and inputs to operate only
on non-zero elements. Kung et al. [20] employ a packing strategy
similar to ours to accelerate DNNs, but their solution requires serialized parallel buses and re-training after collision handling. STPU
proposes an efficient packing algorithm that allows collisions to
greatly increase the density of the packed matrix, which leads to
improvements in both latency and energy consumption.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a co-designed framework to adapt
systolic arrays to handle sparse matrices, specifically sparse matrix
dense vector multiplication (SpMV). Instead of mapping a sparse
matrix directly onto the systolic array, we developed a novel packing algorithm to pack matrix columns to reduce the occurrence of
zeros. To make use of this column packed format, we presented the
STPU design—a 2D systolic array of simple PEs. The PEs incorporates index matching and value holding functionalities, in addition
to MAC units. These modifications support the direct processing
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of sparse matrices in the packed format. The packing algorithm
effectively improves the density of the sparse matrices by 74.71× on
average across a set of random generated matrices. For SpMV, STPU
also exhibits performance improvement of 16.08× over the TPU
baselines, on average, for uniform-random matrices and matrices
from the SuiteSparse collection. In terms of energy efficiency, STPU
achieves energy savings of 4.39× for the int8 implementation and
19.79× for the float32 implementation. Our future work involves expanding the STPU framework to handle SpMV with sparse vectors,
as well as sparse matrix-matrix multiplication.
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